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ABSTRACT

A blind adaptive channel shortening algorithm based on minimizing the sum of the squared autocorrelations (SAM) of the effective channel was recently proposed. We submit that identical channel shortening can be achieved by minimizing the square of only a single autocorrelation. Our proposed single lag autocorrelation minimization (SLAM) algorithm has, therefore, very low complexity and also it does not require, a priori, the knowledge of the length of the channel. We also constrain the autocorrelation minimization with a novel stopping criterion so that the shortening signal to noise ratio (SSNR) of the effective channel is not minimized by the autocorrelation minimization. The simulations have shown that SLAM achieves higher bit rates than SAM.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Multicarrier Modulation Systems (MCMs), such as Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) transceivers, a cyclic prefix (CP) is used to combat Inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-channel interference (ICI) so that the equalization becomes trivial. The length of the CP should, at least, be equal to the order of the channel impulse response. The insertion of the CP, however, reduces the bandwidth and power efficiency of the transmission by $v/(N + v)$, where $v$ is the length of CP and $N$ is the symbol duration without the CP. In order to reduce this loss, a time domain equalizer (TEQ), usually an FIR filter, is inserted at the receiver front end. The convolution of the TEQ and the actual channel yields an effective channel of shorter length, which allows the use of a shorter CP and hence the loss in bandwidth and power is minimized, combating the ISI and ICI at the same time. Therefore the shortening effort in MCM systems and the improvement in $v/(N + v)$ factor become a trade-off. The TEQ design has been extensively studied in the literature. Most of the approaches have high complexity, require training or channel estimation and are non-adaptive [1]. A blind, adaptive channel shortener will always be better in more time varying environments and where less training is available [3]. Some emerging standards like, VDSL (Very High Speed DSL) standard do not even allow for training sequences for equalization [6]. The advantage in terms of bandwidth efficiency by doing channel shortening blindly becomes twofold, as no periodic transmission of a training signal is necessary.

A low complexity blind adaptive algorithm to design a TEQ, called Multicarrier Equalization by Restoration of Redundancy (MERRY) was proposed in [1] but its parameter updates are performed only once per symbol [2]. SAM [2], on the other hand, updates its coefficients more frequently than MERRY so that it can track the time variations within a symbol. Unlike MERRY, SAM is insensitive to synchronization errors and also converges much faster. The drawback with SAM is that it has a significantly higher computational complexity and it does not have any stopping criterion (explained in section 5) to freeze the channel shortener/TEQ when the shortening signal to noise ratio of the effective channel reaches close to the Maximum Shortening Signal to Noise Ratio (MSSNR) solution of [4]. We address these issues in this paper.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the system model and the notations. Section 3 discuss the motivation for minimizing only one autocorrelation and gives the SLAM cost function. Section 4 discusses the steepest gradient-descent implementation of the SLAM algorithm. Section 5 discusses novel stopping criterion. Section 6 provides the comparative simulations between SLAM and SAM and section 7 concludes.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model is shown in Fig. 1. The signal $x(n)$ is a white, zero-mean, wide-sense stationary (W.S.S), real and unit variance source sequence transmitted through the linear finite-impulse response (FIR) channel $h$. $v(n)$ is a zero-mean, i.i.d., noise sequence uncorrelated with the source se-
quence and has variance $\sigma^2_w$. The received signal $r(n)$ is

$$r(n) = \sum_{k=0}^{L_h} h(k)x(n - k) + v(n)$$

and $y(n)$, the output of the TEQ is given by

$$y(n) = \sum_{k=0}^{L_w} w(k)r(n - k) = w^T r_n$$

where $w$ is the impulse response vector of the TEQ $w = [w_0, w_1, w_2 \ldots w_{L_w}]^T$ and $r_n = [r(n), r(n - 1) \ldots r(n - L_w)]^T$. $L_h$, $L_c$, and $L_w$ are the order of the channel, effective channel and the TEQ respectively. We denote $c = h * w$ as the shortened or effective channel. We also assume that $2L_c < N$ holds, $N$ being the FFT size [2], which is a reasonable assumption in the case of ADSL.

We, therefore, define a cost function, $J_{v+1}$, based upon minimizing the square of the auto-correlation of the effective channel at lag $l = v + 1$, i.e.,

$$J_{v+1} = |R_{cc}(l)|^2, \quad l = v + 1$$

The trivial solution of $c = 0$, or $w = 0$, can be avoided by imposing a norm constraint on the effective channel response, for instance $||c||^2 = 1$ or on the TEQ i.e., $||w||^2 = 1$. The optimization problem can then be stated as

$$w_{\text{opt}} = \arg_{w} \min_{||c||^2 = 1} J_{v+1}$$

The autocorrelation sequence of the output $y(n)$ is given by

$$R_{yy}(l) = E[y(n)y(n - l)] = E[(c^T x_n + w^T v_n)(x_{n-l}^T c + v_{n-l}^T w)]$$

given the stated conditions on $x(n)$ and $v(n)$ in section 2, equation (3) can be written as [2]

$$R_{yy}(l) = R_{cc}(l) + \sigma^2_v R_{ww}(l)$$

So that we can approximate our cost function in equation (2), denoted as $\hat{J}_{v+1}$,

$$\hat{J}_{v+1} = |R_{yy}(l)|^2$$

$$= |R_{cc}(l)|^2 + 2\sigma^2_v R_{cc}(l) R_{ww}(l)$$

$$+ \sigma^2_v |R_{ww}(l)|^2,$$

where $l = v + 1$. The second and third terms being added are very small due to their multiplication with $\sigma^2_v$ and $\sigma^2_v$ respectively. We presume that under practical SNR scenarios, we can drop the hat on $J_{v+1}$ so that $\hat{J}_{v+1} \equiv J_{v+1}$. For this cost function we do not need the length of the channel $h$ to determine $L_c$ as is required by SAM in [2]. Our algorithm only requires the output of the TEQ and is, in that sense, blind.

3. SLAM

SAM is based on the fact that for the effective channel $c$ to have zero taps outside a window of size $(v + 1)$, its autocorrelation values should be zero outside a window of size $(2v + 1)$. We submit that a single autocorrelation at a lag greater than the guard interval is a measure of the presence of the channel outside the desired guard interval. Therefore, minimizing only this single autocorrelation should give us the channel shortening effect. Now the autocorrelation sequence of the effective channel is given by

$$R_{cc}(l) = \sum_{k=0}^{L_c} c(k)c(k - l)$$

and for a shortened channel, it must satisfy

$$R_{cc}(l) = 0, \quad l = v + 1$$

4. ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM

The steepest gradient-descent type algorithm to minimize $J_{v+1}$ is

$$w_{\text{new}} = w_{\text{old}} - \mu \nabla_w (E[y(n)y(n - l)])^2$$

where $l = v + 1$. Here $\mu$ is the step size and $\nabla_w$ is the gradient evaluated at $w = w_{\text{old}}$. We can use the auto-regressive (AR) estimates to implement the algorithm. Let

$$A^n = (1 - \alpha)A^{n-1} + \alpha y(n) \begin{bmatrix} r(n - v - 1) \\ \vdots \\ r(n - v - 1 - L_w) \end{bmatrix}$$

$$B^n = W A^n$$

$$C^n = (1 - \alpha)C^{n-1} + \alpha y(n - v - 1) \begin{bmatrix} r(n) \\ \vdots \\ r(n - L_w) \end{bmatrix}$$
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where $0 < \alpha < 1$ is a forgetting factor and is a design parameter. $W$ is the channel shortening row vector $W = w^T$. Using these AR estimates and equation (1), the update rule of equation (5) can be written as

$$w^{n+1} = w^n - 2\mu \{ E[y(n)y(n-l)] \} \{ E[y(n)r_{n-l} + y(n-l)r_n] \}$$

$$\cong w^n - 2\mu \{ B \}, \{ A + C \} \ (6)$$

$w$ is normalized at each iteration to implement the constraint $\|c\|^2 = 1$. Equation (6) is the SLAM algorithm. The complexity of SAM is approximately $4L_w(L_c - v)$ multiplications and additions each update, plus a division for renormalization. The complexity of SLAM is approximately $4L_w$ which is about 1/500 times that of SAM for ADSL downstream transmission environment parameters.

5. STOPPING CRITERION

In [2] the SAM algorithm achieves its maximum bit rate in the first few iterations and then decreases and later starts increasing the bit rate but at a very low rate (please see figure (4)). This is identical with our SLAM algorithm. We need to stop the minimization of the autocorrelation before the point where SSNR of the shortened channel starts decreasing (giving a maximum possible achievable bit rate point). We propose a stopping criterion to freeze the channel shortening at the mentioned point. Specifically we examine the energy of the taps of the TEQ, except the center tap, and freeze the TEQ when the sum of the energy of these taps reaches a threshold. Simulations have shown the effectiveness of our stopping criterion. Our proposed stopping criterion does not add any extra computational complexity as we already are taking the norm of the TEQ at every iteration. Convergence analysis of SLAM is complicated by the non-quadratic nature of the cost function of eq. (4), nonetheless, on the basis of extensive simulation studies we have observed that the convergence properties of SLAM at least match those of SAM.

6. SIMULATIONS

The Matlab code available at [5] was used to simulate SLAM. The parameters chosen were that of ADSL standard downstream transmission. The CP was 32, the FFT size was 512, the TEQ length was 16 and the value of $\alpha$ was 1/100. The channel was the test ADSL channel CSA loop 1 available at [6]. The noise power was set such that $\sigma_h^2 |h|^2 / \sigma_n^2 = 40$ dB. A total of 75 symbols were used and 4-QAM signalling was used on all of the sub-carriers. One reason to keep the simulation parameters same as in [2] was to make a fair comparison. The initialization was single center spike and step size used for SLAM was 140. This step size enables to see the dropping of the achievable bit rate by SLAM within our simulated number of symbols. The threshold used was 0.0614. Once this threshold is achieved, we normalize the TEQ and freeze the channel shortening. SLAM is also compared with the maximum SSNR solution of [4]. Achievable bit rate for a fixed probability of error was chosen as the performance metric. The bit rate was determined based on

$$R = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{1/4}} \log_2 \left( 1 + SNR_i / \Gamma \right)$$

The bit rate was determined using a 6-dB margin and a 4.2dB coding gain. The details of how the bit rate is calculated are given in [7]. The remainder of the explanation relates to the figures mentioned individually. Figure (2) shows the channel shortening effect while Figure (3) shows the TEQ designed. Figure (4) shows the achievable bit rate by SLAM at 40dB SNR versus iteration number and demonstrate the effectiveness of the stopping criterion. SAM and SLAM both start to decrease the SSNR of the effective channel at some stage in the shortening. If we do not constrain them by some stopping criterion, both tend to decrease their achievable bit rates. In Figure (5) we show the achievable bit rate by SAM and by the SLAM algorithm for a range of SNRs. At each SNR, the bit rate was calculated for the settings of TEQ arrived at after 75 symbols. The improvement in bit rate by SLAM at such a drastically low complexity is evident, approaching the MSSNR solution of [4] for the whole range of SNRs.

7. CONCLUSIONS

SLAM has considerably lower complexity as compared to SAM. This makes it also suitable for shortening time varying channels, because the channel shortening can be performed online. SLAM does not need to know in advance the length of the channel. A novel stopping criterion which freezes the TEQ at the peak achievable bit rates has also been proposed. SLAM, with the stopping criterion, achieves better bit rates than SAM for a range of SNRs. Future work will involve channel shortening of the doubly selective OFDM channels.
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Fig. 2. Original and shortened channel.

Fig. 3. TEQ or Channel shortener.

Fig. 4. Achievable bit rate versus iteration number at 40dB SNR. Without stopping criterion applied, both SAM and SLAM start decreasing the bit rate.

Fig. 5. Achievable bit rate versus SNR for SAM, SLAM and MSSNR.


